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Clean, Green, Cheap –Nuclear will help keep the lights on, say energy specialists.
Politeia authors show how to revive Britain’s nuclear industry.
Publication: Immediate
Energy costs are now centre-stage in the policy debate at Westminster as both government and opposition promise to
tackle rising costs. But if energy is to be affordable in the longer term, a secure supply of energy is needed. So too is a
variety of sources. For that, says Politeia’s Nuclear Options: Powering the Future, nuclear will be needed.
Its authors*, David Mowat MP, Dr Simon Taylor and Professor Roger Cashmore welcome the plan to build
Britain’s first nuclear reactor for over 20 years at Hinkley Point - a first step towards reversing the decline of UK
nuclear power. Nuclear, which today accounts for around 20 per cent of electricity generation, is set to diminish as all
nuclear power stations are due to close in the next decade.
David Mowat MP, a former global energy partner at a technological and consulting firm, analyses the three
imperatives of energy policy: decarbonisation, cost and security. He urges the Conservative Party to aim for a cross
party agreement and proposes that future policy accepts:





The continued use and development of nuclear in the energy mix with the present proportion set as the
minimum.
A new rolling programme of nuclear projects using a variety of systems and reactors. This country should not
have to go ‘cap in hand to other[s] to ... design and build our reactors’.
The earmarking of a higher proportion of R&D and science research budget for nuclear research.
That renewables cannot produce electricity at the scale or cost of nuclear power.

Dr Simon Taylor, a Cambridge economist, explains how policy, which has changed from a market approach to the
current centrally planned policy, has led to Hinkley. The Coalition agrees with its Labour predecessor that nuclear, as
the sole proven source of low carbon base-load power, must be kept in Britain’s generation mix. However, because
nuclear power does not meet the criteria for a normal competitive private industry to adjust smoothly to market price
signals, a new nuclear station is ‘almost impossible’ to finance through private capital markets. The construction risk
is uninsurable and there are very few credible players. The government therefore went ‘much further ... to encourage
private players to build a new station’, providing a fixed price guarantee to EDF for the power sold and a debt
guarantee. Two European Pressurised Water Reactors (EPRs) will as a result go ahead, contributing around 7 per cent
of UK power needs by 2023.
Professor Roger Cashmore, an Oxford physicist and Chairman of the UK Atomic Energy Authority, explains the
importance of rebuilding nuclear energy capacity on economic and scientific grounds, as well as for energy
production. He explains the obstacles which must now be overcome and the opportunities to be seized. In particular he
argues that:






Governments must commit to a 100 year programme - the time needed between approving a reactor and its
final decommissioning.
The UK can overcome the uranium shortage (due when uranium runs out after 2050) by using the fast reactors
and fast breeder reactors, which it pioneered. The aim should be to recapture the experience and knowledge
for exploiting these reactors.
The UK must retain its competence in recycling and reprocessing used fuel. The stated intentions of the
Department of Energy and Climate change and the Nuclear Decommissioning Agency to terminate this
procedure at Sellafield and close the plant should be reversed.
A Nuclear Commissioning Agency should be set up which treats nuclear generation as an asset, rather than a
liability.
The use of other reactors, including those based on thorium, fusion and Small Modular Reactors, should be
explored.

The message to government is clear: To keep the lights on and meet Britain’s decarbonisation obligations, commit
now to nuclear for the UK’s future energy mix!
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